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One of the problems in the design of spacecraft is the 
prediction of temperatures and temperature gradients with-
in the spacecraft while in its operating environment. The 
present method of solving this problem is by performance 
tests on a full sized prototype of the spacecraft in ~ 
space simulation chambe;r-. This procedure has become dif-
ficult because of the increased size of spacecraft, making 
necessary a correspondingly large test chamber with its 
attendant complexity and cost, and will become virtually 
impossible with the advent of larger spacecraft and mann.ed 
space stations. 
Another solution to t};le problem is thermal modeling. 
As suggested by Vickers (1), a thermal ~odel may be de-
fined as a model different in size (generally smaller) 
than its prototype, which under suitable conditions will 
predict accurately the thermal behavior of its prototype. 
The mission of the spacecraft to be modeled determines 
the.conditions which are imposed on the model. Some parts 
of the mission may be long periods of interplanetary 
travel and may be considered as steady state conditions. 
1 
Conditions imposed by launch, mid-course maneuvers, and 
planetary encounter may involve transient conditions for 
which temperatures and temperature gradients must be 
determined. 
2 
Considerable analytical and experimental work has 
been done in the area of thermal modeling for steady state 
conditions imposed on conduction-radiation coupled systems. 
However, relatively little work has been accomplished in 
the study of transient behavior of thermal models and the 
need for such a study is readily apparent. 
The objective of this dissertation was to investigate 
the applicability of thermal modeling to steady state and 
transient conditions, for both single and multiple mate-
rial systems, taking into account changes of material 
properties with temperatu:i::e. Space conditions were simu-
lated by high vacuum and low temperature boundary condi-




The basis for thermal modeling of a physical system is 
the maintenance of thermal similitude between prototype 
and model. Thermal similitude is maintained by preserving 
the numerical equality of certain dimensionless groups of 
properties of the prototype and model. These dimension-
less groups, or similarity parameters, must together con-
tain all the physical quantities which interact to 
determine the thermal behavior of the system. One method 
of deriving the similarity parameters used in thermal 
modeling is based on the experience and intuition of the 
experimenter. Needless to say, this requires a complete 
understanding of the physical phenomena involved. 
A second method of deriving the parameters is to de-
pend upon the differential equations de-scribing the ther-
mal behavior of the spacecraft to provide the parameters. 
Since the differential equations for radiation-conduction 
coupled systems are well known (but not necessarily 
solvable), this approach is less likely to involve diffi-
culty for the inexperienced. Both of these methods have 
been used by previous authors, resulting in the same set 
3 
4 
of similarity parameters (2, 3, 4, 7). It should be noted 
that experimental success with these parameters is the 
only method of proving their value. 
The intuitive approach to deriving the similarity 
parameters presents a better physical picture of the phe-
nomena involved and will be used in the following section. 
Derivation of the Similarity Parameters 
The intuitive approach to deriving the similarity 
parameters is best illustrated with a method similar to 
that used by Fowle and Gabron (4). The following heat 
transfer phenomena are to be considered: 
1. Head transfer by solid conduction. 
2. Heat transfer at solid-to-solid interfaces. 
3. Heat generated by internal sources. 
4. Internal energy changes during transients. 
5. Heat transfer by emitted radiation. 
6. Heat transfer by absorbed radiation. 
Solid Conduction 
Heat transfer (energy per unit time) by solid conduc-
tion is characterized by the thermal conductivity of the 
material, an area normal to the direction of heat flow, 
and the temperature gradient existing in the material. 
Generally, it has been found that the thermal conductivity 
of a material is a temperature dependent property. The 
one dimensional conduction heat transfer is expressed by: 
Interfacial Conduction 
dT 
q = k An dL 0 
5 
Heat transfer at solid-to-solid interfaces introduces 
the concept of thermal contact conductance. The thermal 
contact conductance is defined as the ratio of the heat 
flux (energy per unit area per unit time) to the tempera-
ture difference across the contact region. The value of 
the thermal contact conductance in a vacuum depends on the 
structural characteristics of the joined materials, on 
their surface finish, and on the contact pressure. The 
interfacial conduction may be expressed as follows: 
q = A C ~T. 
n 
Because of the difficulties involved in determining 
the value of the contact conductance, a subject on which 
much research has been done and about which very little in 
the way of reproducible results have been determined, all 
joints between materials used in this experimental work 
were high conductivity soldered joints. This, in effect, 
eliminated the need to consider a separate equation for 
joints because there was continuity of heat transfer rate 
and temperature across the joint. 
6 
Internal Heat Generation 
The heat generated by internal sources is generally of 
the I 2 R variety and may be represented in heat transfer 
rate form by the product of the heat generated per unit 
volume per unit time and a characteristic volume: 
q = q ,,, v = 
Internal Energy Changes 
q '" A L. n 
The change of internal energy during a transient in-
traduces the concept of thermal.inertia, a characteristic 
described by the volume specific heat (a property, most 
often expressed as the product of the mass specific heat 
and the material density), divided by the time differen-
tial. The rate of internal energy change may be expressed 
in heat transfer rate form by multiplying the thermal 
inertia by the temperature differential and a characteris-
tic volume. For most materials, the volume specific heat 
is a temperature dependent property. 




pep n d8 
The heat transfer due to emitted radiation is de-
scribed by a product of the Stefan-Boltzman constant, the 
surface characteristic of emittance, a surface area, and 
the fourth power of the absolute temperature. The 
7 
emittance is· the only factor over which there is a possi-
bility of experimental control and is known to vary with 
temperature and surface conditions such as degree of 
roughness, oxidation, contamination, etc. The equation 
may be written: 
Absorbed Radiation 
The energy absorption rate at a surface is the product 
of the surf ace absorpt ance,. the surf ace area, and the in-
cident flux. The absorptance depends on the same factors 
as does the emittance and._ in addition on the spectral 
characteristics of the incident radiation. For this 
latter reason, it is advantageous to separate the radiant 
energy into parts identified by source. 
One source of incident radiation is that being emitted 
from another portion of the system itself. This flux 
depends on the geometry of the system and on the distribu-
tion of the energy leaving the "viewed" surface. This 
distribution of energy leaving the "viewed" surface in 
turn depends upon the product of the Stefan-Boltzman con-
stant, the emittance,., the area and the fourth power of 
the absolute temperature of that surface. 
As an equation, the heat transfer from surface j 
absorbed at surface i may be written: 
qji = aijq> ji A:s 
where a.. . is the absorptance of surf ace i with regard to lJ 
radiation from surface j and~ .. is the energy flux 
~l 
leaving surface j and arriving at surface i. 
8 
The radiant energy absorbed by surf ace i which arrives 
from other sources may likewise be described by a number 
of flux terms with subscripts indicating their sources; 
that is, 
= a. k~k. A , .. etc·.4 ., 
l l s ' 
In the space simulation chamber used in the experi-
mental work, the only radiation arriving from external 
sources was from the surroundi,ng walls which were held at 
liquid nitrogen temperature, approximately :-=300°F 
and which were painted with a special paint of high and 
uniform emittance"' 
Formation of the Dimensionless 
Similarity Parameters 
It is obvious from the previous sections that the 
thermal behavior of the system is determined by a rela-
tively large number of dimensional factors. The applica-
tion of reasonable restraints to some of these factors 
made the solution of the problem of thermal modeling easier 
to obtain. The implications of these restriction will be 
disbussed ~h a.lat~r section ... The.first:,re~triction was 
that the material be homogeneous and isotropic. The 
9 
second was an assumption that there 'be perfect geometric 
similarity between prototype and model. Third, to elimi-
nate the influence of spectral and angular distribution on 
the emitted and absorbed radiation, it was assumed that 
the prototype and model had the same uniform and constant 
surface characteristics. 
For the formation of the similarity parameters, it was 
recognized that thermal similitude between prototype and 
model required that heat transfer and internal energy 
changes be proportional in prototype and model. The di-
mensionless groups, or pi groups, were formed.from the 
heat transfer groups by normalizing with respect to the 
heat transfer by solid conduction. 
The transfer equations previously discussed are listed 








q = k An dL 
q = q "' V = q '" A . L n 
dT dT 
q = p c p V d8 = p c p An L d8 
q = EO A: T4 s 
qji = a. .. (f) .. A lJ Jl s 
qki = a..k(f)k,A' etc .. : 1 1 S 
Normalizing these equations with respect to the solid 
conduction heat transfer equation results in the following 
n groups: 
.. L. dT 





It should,be noted that the first group may be altered 
by recognizing that it is dimensionally consistent to 
write q"' An L = q" An = q, to obtain groups containing 
the heat flux and the heat transfer rate, respectivelyo 
These are not independent groups. 
Then groups must be invariant from prototype to 
model. Equating the respective model and prototype 
groups and rearranging terms, letting the subscript p 
quantities and their subscript m counterparts represent 
the prototype and model, respectively, there·.·resb.1 ts a··· 
more usable fortn::for the ·-simil,a:m:ity·:ip:ara.meters. 
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It is now appropriate to state that the emitting and 
absorbing surfaces of all models and prototypes, as well 
as the surrounding walls of the test chamber were painted 
with a flat black paint. The paint used was "velvet 
coating 101-ClO,n a product of Minnesota Mining and Manu-
facturing Company, which has been shown to have high and 
uniform values for emittance and. abso:rptanc~ ( 4) Q In 
view of this fact, it was assumed that the emittance and 
( 
absorptance of the model were equal in value to the re-
12 
spective emittance and absorptance )f the prototype. Fur-
ther, the models were of such a shape that they could. not 
"see" themselves, which eliminates Equation (2-6) ~rom 
consideration. It is also reasonable to assume that the 
only incident flux, ~ki' from the surrounding walls would 
be equal for both model and prototype. 
Equations (2-7) and (2-4) may be written as: 
CdT) A k A dLm (_s) ( n) 
( dT) = \k-A- m -A- p dL p n s 




By considering plots of model and prototype tempera-
tures versus dimensionless lengths; ioeo, (L/L )m and max 
(L/L ) , it becomes ,evident that one curve will repre-max p. 
sent both model and prototype temperatures. The model/ 
prototype ratio of temperature gradients may then be ex-
pressed as: 
(2-10) 
By substitution of Equation (2-10) into Equation (2-8), 
there is obtained 
13 
(2-11) 
Further, by substitution of Equations (2-10) and (2-11) 
into Equation (2-5), the following expression results: 
(2-12) 
Since T = T at homologous times, by using an argu-m p 
ment similar to that used to obtain Equation (2-10), it 
follows that the model/prototype ratio of temperature 
change rate is equal to the the inverse of the model/ 
prototype time scaling ratio. 
(~\ 
(dT) d8 p 
6812 
= ~e .. 
m 
Defining 8 0 = o so that ti 8 = e, there results: 
(2-13) 
Further, substituting Equations (2-10) and (2-11) 
into Equations (2-1), (2-2), (2-3), there was obtained the 
following form for the similarity parameters: 
q Ill c:i \ c1:~) m -:::-m- = q p n s P (2-14) 
II'. A A qm 
G:)m G;)p q" = p 
(2-15) 
T m T = 1 
p 
k LA A · 
__!!! = Cr\ Cit) · 






The shapes used in the experimental work were solid cylin-
ders with A "" nR2 , A = 2nRLo Making these substitutions, n s 




= Ci)m (DP m 77r q p ( 2-21) 
qm (RL) m = (RL)p <lp 
(2-22) 
T m 1 T = (2-23) p 
em (Pc R)m 
e = "CPc36-. p p p (2-24) 
15 
( 2-25) 
An Alternate Derivation of the 
Similarity Parameters 
Previous authors have used a method similar to that 
used in the preceding section but started with different 
heat transfer equations for solid conduction and internal 
energy changes. Using the equations 
q = 
k A T 
n 
L 





pc A LT 
p n 
e 
for the internal energy changes and proceeding as in the 
previous section, with the same assumptions, there results 
the following set of similarity parameters for a cylindri-
cal shaped prototype and its model. The assumption that 
the ratios T/L and T/8 may represent derivatives is dis-
cussed in a later section with other assumptions. 
q Ill 
&)m (_fT)p 






q" = p 
(2-27) 
qm 






The last two equations require that T = T o The last m p 
equation 9 obtained by considering radiant energy transfer 
from one surface of the system to another') has been neg-
lected by previous authors. This permits modeling without 
the temperatures of model and prototype being equal at ho-
mologous locations. The use of the resulting parameters 
is valid only if different surfaces of the modeled system 
cannot vv see vi each other 'J and if the substitution of the 
T/L and T/6 ratios~ for the derivatives,is valido By 
neglecting radiant energy interchange, Equation (2-31) is 
omitted from consideration and the following equations 
result. 
qtn l,17 
m [(k'iR) (l~-)1. /? -,rr ,~4· rJ' m ~R J q p 
q I! 
[(~) (!k) t 3 rn ~ "' p L m k R _p (2=33) 
qm [e'R') (-L" ' ] :!;5 --· -V- m k~h qp ( 2-31!-) 
em pc I} k 
eP 
-· ( k )m(pcpL2)p (2-35) 
17 
(2-36) 
Property Variations With Temperature 
I 
Most previous investigators have assumed at this 
point that thermal conductivity and specific heat did not 
vary with temperatureo Chao (3) suggested that the tem-
perature variation of these properties may be approximated 
by assuming a power law variation of the form: 
c p 
(T = 0 R) 
(T = 0 R) 
Substituting these equations into the first set of simi-
larity parameters derived, Equation (2-20) through (2-25), 
the following equations were obtained: 
q"' (R) 





= (RL)p (2-39) 
T = T = T 
m P 
(2-40) 
8 [(Pc R) Jr· (b = b )] m po m T m p 
13- = (Pc R) L 




From the second set of similarity parameters derived, 
Equations (2-32) through (2-36)~ the results of the sub-











Since the parameters must not be functions of temper= 
ature 9 it is evident that Equations (2=37) through (2-47) 
are usable only if a == a and b ·- b a It is unlikely m p m p 
that it would be possible to choose a model material to 
properly match the prototype material unless the same 
material were used for both model and prototype (iaea 9 
a =a· b = b · (c ) - (c ) · k - k ) This m pi m p 9 po m - po pi om - op O 
material preservation requirement permits Equation (2-42) 
to be reduced to 
R L z 
m m 
R ;;-~ L2 
p p 
and Equations ( 2-37) through (2-41) reduce to 
q Ill L 2 
m i2r ~ ::::; q p m 
(' II L 
J. m _l?, 
qi~ = L m 
q L 3 
m m 
= LT qp p 
T 
m 1 T -
p 
em L 2 m 
eP -· '.LT. p 





















= [Ci )m C~)pr3-a (2-58) 
The Similarity Parameters 
Table I presents the results of the previous deriva-
tion of three sets of similarity parameters o The first 
set, derived by the author and referred to as Method 1, 
talces into account the changes of thermal conductivity and 
specific heat with temperature, and requires that model 
and prototype temperatures be equalo This method is the 
most restrictive of the threeo Any model-prototype system 
which meets the d i mens i onal :ce quirements of this me t h od 
wi l l also mee t the re quirements of t he ot her t wo methodso 
The second set , derived by the author and referred to 
as Method 2 , takes into account changes of thermal conduc-
tivity and specific heat with temperature, but does not 
require that model and prototype temperatures be equal. 
This method eliminates that restriction by assuming energy 
absorbed by the model and prototype , from the surrounding 
walls ~ may be neglectedo 
The third set of parameters , derived by previous 
authors , neglects changes in thermal conductivity and 
specific heat with temperature , and does not require t hat 
model and prototype temperatures be equal . This method 
21 
also assumes energy absorbed by the model and prototype, 
from the surrounding walls, may be neglected. 
All three methods assume that model and prototype are 
to be made of the same material. In order to simplify the 
equations, starred quantities will hereafter represent the 
model to prototype ratio of that parameter (i.e., 
T* = Tm/TP, q* =~/~,etc. 
TABLE I 
THE SIMILARITY PARAMETERS 
Parameter Methbd_l Method 2 Method 3 
·1 1 
q "'* L*:-2 [R* ~~;a) ]3-'ii [R* J t3 L*8· (2-59a.,b,c) 
-1 1 
q"* L~t=l [R*(l+a)J3:..:a [ R* J t3 L*(5+a) _ L*5 (2-60a,b 9 c) 
[R*(?-a)J~ . 
1 
q* L*3 TR*7] t3 
L*C5+a) L *5 (2-6la,b.,c) .L 
_l, 1 
T* c::2J3-a [ R* J t3 1 L*2 (2=62a 9b 9 c) 
e* L*2 
-1 





Application to Joined Materials 
The previous section was concerned with modeling a 
single material prototype with a single material modelo 
If the prototype and model are both made of two materials 
joined with a high conductivity joint, there must be con-
tinui ty of temperature and heat transfer rate across 
that joint. The time ratio, 8*, must also be the same for 
both materials if proper modeling is to be achieved. 
The Method 2 parameters, (2-59b) through (2-63b) of 
Table I will be used as a starting point in deriving the 
necessary scaling laws for modeling two joined materials. 
This method takes into account the changes of thermal con-
ductivity and specific heat with temperature but does not, 
at this point~ require model and prototype temperatures to 
be equal. 
Assuming a prototype of two materials, indicated by 
subscripts 1 and 2, is modeled with the same two materials 9 
continuity of conduction heat transfer and flux require 
that: 
R *(l+a1) _!_ R *~l+a2) _l_ 
q II* = [Ll*(5~a1)J3-a1 = ['2 · J3=a2 (2-65) L *(5+a2J 
1 2 
R *(7-a1) 1 R *(7-a2) _1_ 
* [Ll~e5~~1)J3-a1 [ 2 J3-a2 (2-66) q = = L *(5+a2) . 
~ 1 2 
23 
Dividing Equation (2-65) by (2-66) and collecting terms~ 
the result is: 
(2-67) 
Combining Equation ( 2-65) with a similar equation for q 111 *, 
the result is: 
(2-68) 
There must also be continuity of temperature across 
the joint, which may be expressed 




Using previously obtained results, Equations (2-67) 









2(a1 - a 2 ) 
_ L*{3=a1)C3-a2J 
Substituting this result into the similarity parameters 
derived for :Method 2~ Table 1 9 there is obtained the exact 
results derived by Method 1 9 which requires equality of 
temperature between model and prototypeo 
24 
It would sometimes be convenient to scale according 
to the relationship R* I L*2 o If this is done 9 it is 
relatively easy to show that the results of Method 2 would 
require that a1 ~ a2 and b1 = b2 ~ a requirement that would 
probably be quite difficult to fulfill. Of course~ the 
assumption of no change in thermal conductivity and spe-
cific heat with temperature, Method 3~ would satisfy this 
requirement (i .e o ~ a1 = a2 = O:; b1 = b2 = 0) o 
Verification of Results 
It should be noted again that the only method of 
proving the value of the dimensionless similarity parame-
ters is to experimentally verify their Gorrectness. 
In order to accomplish this verification 9 cylindrical 
prototypes and models of various scaling ratios were con-
structed~ some having only one material and some having 
two materialso 
There was no internal energy generation within the 
model itself and the instrumentation provided no method of 
checking the heat flux ratioo Consequently? the Parame-
ters (2-59) and (2-60) of Table I could not be verifiedo 
The single material prototype had models scaled such 
that R{} "" L'ln and R* = L* o The first of these satisfied 
Method 1 of Table I and the second al l"Iethod 2 to be 
compared to Method 3o 
The two material prototype had models scaled such 
25 
that R* = L'1n , which satisfies Method 1 of Table I. 
For experimental purposes, the prototype energy input 
was arbitrarily selected and the required model energy in-
put was calculated from model dimensions and thermal prop= 
erties according to Parameter (2-61). 
From the temperature and time data recorded for each 
model, homologous temperatures and times were calculated 
for the prototype using the Parameters (2-62) and (2-63). 
These calculated values were compared with measured values 
to determine the validity of the derived similarity 
parameters. 
Discussion of Assumptions 
The assumptions made in deriving the similarity 
parameters were: 
1. Surface properties (emissivity, absorptivity) 
were the same for both model and prototype 
and did not vary with temperature. 
2. Thermal properties (conductivity 1 specific 
heat) were constant or varied according to a 
power law variation. 
3. There was perfect geometric similarity between 
model and prototype. 
The first assumption was met by painting the models 
and prototypes with a flat black paint which has been 
shown to have a reproducible, uniform, and constant value 
26 
for emissivity and absorptivity numerically equal to Oo97 
( 4). 
The assumption that thermal conductivity and specific 
heat were either constant or varied according to a power 
law may be evaluated by taking specific exampleso The two 
materials used in the experimental work were 2024-T4 
aluminum~ heated to 600°F for one hour and air cooled be-
fore use, and 316 stainless steel, heated to 2000°F for 
one hour and water quenched before use. Lucks and Deem 
(10) give the following values for thermal properties as a 
function of temperature. 
TABLE II 
THERMAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS 
Temperature 2024· Aluminum 316 Stainless Steel 
( OF) cl1b!=@V ~~~ r-f~ J c G__IL_J p bm=°' ~-:t-~R) 
-100 0.176 95 0.091.i. 6.9 
68 0.203 103 0.108 7.7 
200 0.217 107 0.116 8.3 
400 0.231 110 0.126 9.2 
A least square error fit was used to obtain a power 
law equation for these properties of the form 
(360°R < T < 860°R) 
Table III presents values of the equation constants 
obtained from the least square error fit. The table in-
cludes values of the standard deviation calculated for 
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each set of constants for the particular temperature range 










34088 1.1 · 0.3146 




.0.0130 .. 0.()007 
To consider a specific example of the effect of not 
taking the temperature variation of conductivity into 
account, suppose a 2024 aluminum prototype-model combina-
tion was scaled such that R* = L* = 003333~ with a meas-
ured model temperature of 750°R. Equation (2-62b), which 
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takes the property variation into account, predicts a pro-
totype temperature of 509°R, while Equation (2-62c), which 
neglects the property variation~ predicts a prototype 
temperature of 520°R, a difference of 11 degrees. It is 
evident that different results will be achieved by taking 
the property variation into account. 
The third assumption of perfect geometric similarity 
does not affect the results since the shape chosen for the 
experimental work cannot uu see ou itself. Perfect geomet;ric 
similarity implies the geometric shape factor for energy 
which leaves any surface j and arrives at surface i is the 
same for model and prototype. 
Another assumption,, that the ratios T/L and T/8 may 
be substituted for the derivatives dT/dL and dT/d8 9 has 
been consistently used by previous authors and is used 
with reservation by this writer in the derivation of the 
Methods 2 and 3 parameters. The substitution is not logi-
cally correct. However~ the experimental results presented 
later indicate the Methods 2 and 3 paramete.rs are satis-
factory for the geometric shape tested and the range of 
temperatures and temperature gradients which existed in 
these systems. The derivation of the l"Iethod l parameters 
does not make these substitutions and the consequence is 
that there is temperature preservation between model and 
prototype. Temperature preservation is an apparent neces-
sity for proper thermal modeling. 
CHAPTER III . 
A SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE 
The problem of thermal modeling as related to space-
craft applications was recognized in the literature as 
early as 1962. A comprehensive review of the literature, 
published in May, 1965 was authored by Vickers (1). The 
article discussed at length the general problems of ther-
mal modeling, the reasons for improving the state-of-the-
art, and the advantages to be derived therefrom. Vickers 
stated that there were two methods of modeling: "temper-
ature preservation," where the model and prototype abso-. 
lute temperatures were equal, and "material preservation" 
where model and prototype were constructed of the same 
material. He further concluded that the two methods were 
mutu~lly exclusive. The statement was made on the assump-
tion of perfect geometric similarity between model and 
prototype and the statement is true under that assumption. 
The possibility of developing a method of having bath 
temperature and material preservation was an objective of 
this dissertation. Vickers concludes that "the laws con-
trolling thermal modeling of a spacecraft are well under-
stood" and that experimental work on steady state modeling 
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has been proven possibleo Transient modeling problems are 
more severe, but nsome work to be published offers hope 
for the future. 19 
Jones (2) used the differential equations which de-
scribed the thermal behavior of a spacecraft to derive the 
similarity parameters of thermal modelingo He compared 
his resulting similarity parameters with those of other 
investigators, principally Vickers C-5), to show that the 
results '.IITere the same" 
Chao and Wedekind (3) provided the most general 
derivation of the similarity parameters. A great deal of 
their work was concerned with solar simulation and the 
proper design of models which have incident solar radia-
tion and which could n see vu themselves. They introduced 
the concept of using a power law function of temperature 
for specific heat and thermal conductivity and also dis-
cussed the possibility of the model not being geometrical-
ly similar to the prototype. In the discussion of the 
vv material preservation va technique of modeling two mate-
rials joined together, the requirement was. imposed that 
the exponents for the power law functions of conductivity 
and specific heat, for the first material 9 must be equal 
to the corresponding exponents for the second materialo 
An objective of this dissertation was to investigate a 
method of geometric scaling where this requirement could 
be omittedo 
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The problem of thermal modeling under steady-state 
conditions was 1~1xamined both analytically and experimen-
tally by Fowle and Gabron ( 4). A derivation of the ther-
mal modeling parameters was presented using the intuitive 
technique. Very careful and detailed experimental work 
was presented for modeling under steady-state conditions 
for both "temperature preservation 91 and "material 
preservation" techniques. No solar simulation was used. 
Constant thermal properties and perfect geometric similar-
ity were assumed. 
In 1963 Vickers (5) discussed again the techniques 
which could be evolved from the basic laws of thermal-
scale modeling of spacecraft. He reported that: 
All but two of these techniques may be rejected 
at once~ since they require conditions which are 
very difficult to achieve in practice. A com-
parison was drawn between the two remaining 
techniques, the technique of preserving tempera-
ture from prototype to model and of preserving 
materials from prototype to model. 
The equations presented for the similarity parameters 
by Vickers in this article agreed with those developed by 
Jones (2), Fowle and Gabron (4), and earlier writers. The 
parameters assume perfect geometric similarity and con-
stant thermal properties and correspond with this author's 
similarity parameters of Method 3, presented in Table I, 
with a geometric scaling of R* = L*. 
In January, 1965, Gabron and Johnson (6), of A. D. 
Little, Inc., submitted a report to the Jet Propulsion 
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Laboratory describing their work on thermal modeling of 
the Mariner Mars 64 spacecraft. The objective of the re-
search was to design, fabricate, and test a 0.43 scale 
model of the spacecraft under steady-state thermal condi-
tions, with no solar radiation, based on the "temperature 
preservation" technique. Geometric similarity was main-
tained. It was concluded that "temperatures within a com-
plex spacecraft structure 1 typical of the Mariner vehicle, 
can be predicted by use of 'temperature preservation' 
thermal-scale modeling techniques to an accuracy useful 
for the verification of thermal design concepts." 
Rolling (7) presented results of thermal model stud-
ies on full-scale~ half-scale, and quarter-scale thermal 
models. The half-scale model was designed on the basis of 
the "material preservation" technique and the quarter-
scale model designed on the basis of the 1'temperature 
preservation'' technique. Simulated solar radiation was 
used and both steady-state and transient thermal condi-
tions were imposed on the prototype and models. Perfect 
geometric similarity was not maintained where it could be 
argued that a departure from geometric similarity would 
not appreciably affect the over-all thermal behavior. 
Thermal properties were assumed constant. 
The design of the models was limited to using stand-
ard size plates and tubes and ordinary construction tech-
niques. Thus, the model dimensions were not exactly as 
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required by the similarity parameters. The results indi-
cated that this technique may be used to predict prototype 
temperatures to within 15°F. 
Gabron and Johnson (8) presented steady-state data 
from a prototype and its model, constructed at approxi-
mately one-half scale using the "temperature preservation n 
technique and preserving geometric similarity. The proto-
type was the actual Mariner IV spacecraft, and data from 
the prototype were those telemetered to earth from Mariner 
IV during the 98th and 180th flight day after launch, and 
for the "Mars playbacku mode in which the internal power 
dissipation in the spacecraft was significantly reduced. 
For the three tests~ temperatures were compared at 20 
homologous locations in the model and prototype~ with 48 
per cent corresponding within 10°F and 85 per cent within 
25°F, The conclusions reached were: 
The results of this program hav-e shown that 
thermal-scale modeling can be successfully 
applied to the prediction of flight tempera-
tures of a complex spacecraft. Temperature 
predictions made from measurements with a 
small scale thermal model in an env-ironmental 
chamber are sufficiently accurate to presently 
warrant the use of these techniques in prelim-
inary design and development of large~ complex 
spacecraft. 
A recent paper by Adkins (9) introduced a method of 
geometric scaling which made thermal modeling possible 
while preserving both material and temperature. The equa-
tion describing the geometric relationship between system 
wall thickness and length was the same as the equation 
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derived by this writer for the relationship between system 
radius and length; namely, R·* = L{~2 • Constant thermal 
properties were assumed and no simulated solar radiation 
wae used. 
Adkins worked with a hollow cylinder and sphere, 
heated by radiation from an adjacent flat plate heater, to 
which the electrical input was changed to obtain transient 
conditions. The radius and length of the cylinder were 
both scaled ace or ding to R* -0 L{~ == 0. 5, while the wall 
thickness (t) was scaled according tot*= L*2 = 0.25. 
The radius of the sphere was scaled according to R{} = 0. 5 
and the wall thickness as t~~ = 0. 25. Adkins called this 
the "thin shell approximation. 11 No attempt was made to 
apply these scaling relations to joined materials with 
different thermal properties. 
Experimental results were presented for "average" 
cylinder temperature and sphere temperatures. At homolo-
gous locations and times, the model and prototype temper-
atures agreed to within about 20°F. 
In January, 1966, Shih (13) presented a discussion of 
thermal. modeling which included the presentation of some 
of the same similarity parameters derived by this 
writer. He took into account changes of thermal conduc-
ti vi t;r and specific heat with temperature and included 
the geometric relationship R~~ = L~n for preserving both 
material and temperature in model and prototype. No 
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experimental work was presented or planned, nor was there 




Model Design and Construction 
There were two phases of the experimental programo 
The first phase consisted of tests on a prototype and four 
models constructed of 2024 aluminum, heated to 600°F for 
one hour and air cooled before using. Two of the models 
were constructed such that R* = L* to check the validity 
and compare the results of the Methods 2 and 3 similapity 
parameters. Two of the models were constructed such that 
R* = L*2 , to check the validity of the Method 1 parameters. 
It would be appropriate at this point to restate the 
requirements of the three methodso Method 1 required 
model and prototype temperatures to be equal at homologous 
locations and times and dimensional scaling such that R* = 
L*2. The method took into account changes of thermal con-
ductivity and specific heat with temperature. 
Method 2 required no particular geometric relation 
between R* and L* and so did not require T~c- = 1. Thermal 
conductivity and specific heat variations were considered. 
Radiant energy absorbed by the model or prototype from 
other portions of themselves was neglected. 
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Method 3 required no particular geometric scaling and, 
thus, did not require T* = 1. Thermal conductivity and 
specific heatwere assumed constant and radiant energy 
£.:.bsorbed by the model or prototype from other portions of 
themselves was neglectedo 
The second phase of the experimental program con~-· 
sisted of tests on a prototype and two models, each having 
two materials, 2024 aluminum heat treated as were the 
first phase materials, and 316 stainless steel, heated to 
2000°F for one hour and water quenched before using. The 
models were scaled such that R* = L*2 , as required by the 
Method 1 parameters of Table I. The two materials were 
soldered together with "All.:...State 509 ii_ solder to achieve a 
high conductivity joint. 
Tables IV and V give the actual dimensions of the 
prototypes and models for the two phases of the experimen-
tal programo 
The .energy input to the prototypes and models was by 
electrical resistance heating. One end of the system was 
dipped in an air-drying epoxy cement, wound with an appro-
priate number of turns of 30=gage resistance wire, and 
dipped again the epoxy cement. Two copper leads, enameled 
and cotton wrapped, were attached to each end of the 
heater wire, one for electrical potential measurement and 
one for carrying current. The heater section was wrapped 
with ten layers of '° NRC-2 'V, an aluminized mylar. "NRC-2" 
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TABLE IV 
PROfOTYPE AND MODEL DIM~NSIONS, SINGLE MATERIAL 





Model Length Heater Length Diameter 
* * No, L (in.) LH (in,) D (in,) L R 
Proto. 1 17.242 2.25 2.001 . 
1 • 1 8.637 1.13 1.001 0.501 0.500 
- 2 5.714 0,75 0.661 0:331 0.331 
- 3 8.641 1.13 0.498 0,501 0.249 
1 • 4 6.120 0.80 0.249 0.355 0.125 
TABLE V 
PRO!OTYPE AND MODEL DJ:t!ENSIONS, TWO MATERIALS 
TC I . -~ . TC 2 TC 3 TC4 
HTR. AL. S.S. 
i..H 
'-AL Lss 
Model Al. Length Htr. Length S.S. Length Al. Dia. S.S. Dia. 
* * No. LAL (in.) LH (in,) Lss (in.) D (in.) D (in.) L R 
Proto. 2 9.750 2,25 7.440 2.002 1.995 
2 - 1 4.871 1.13 3.735 0.497 0.499 0.501 0.249 
2 - 2 3.456 0.80 2.657 0.252 0.248 0.356 0.125 
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is a product of National Research Corporationo The heater 
and potential leads were brought out between the fifth and 
sixth layers of insulation. 
The heater section and the enclosing insulation were 
appropriately scaled in length so that the values of L* in 
Tables IV and V were maintainedo The heater lengths are 
given in Table IV and V. The heaters were on the aluminum 
end of the two material systems. 
The models were supported vertically by a single pol-
ished constantan wire, attached to the end of the model 
opposite the heater. The wire was very long relative to 
the diameter to minimize conduction losses. The proto-
types were supported horizontally by a polished constantan 
wire on each end. The heater and support wire diameters 
are given in Table VI. 
The thermocouples used were all copper-constantan 5 
polished for about twelve inches from the point where they 
left the system. Wire gages used are given in Table 'lI o 
Three thermocouples were attached to each of the 
single material systems, located at 10 per cent, 60 per 
cent, and 90 per cent of the exposed system length, meas~ 
ured from the end away from the heatero 
Four thermocouples were attached to each of the two 
material systems, located at 10 per cent, 43o3 per cent, 
56.7 per cent, and 90 per cent of the exposed system 
length, measured from the end away from the heatero The 
Model No. 
Proto. 1 and 2 
1 - 1 
1 - 2 
1 - 3 and 2 - 1 
1 - 4 and 2 - 2 
TABLE VI 
HEATER, SUPPORT, AND THERMOCOUPLE WIRE GAGES 
Heater Wire Gage Support Wire Gage Thermocouple Wire Gage 
Potential Current (constantan) (copper-constant an) 
30 24 24 24 
30 24 30 30 
30 24 30 38 
30 30 30 38 
30 30 30 38 
+=' 
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thermocouple. junction was formed by soldering the wires 
together and was then hammered to fit the curvature of the 
system surface. A spot of high vacuum grease was placed 
between the metal and the thermocouple junction to provide 
good thermal contacto The lead wires were wrapped circum-
ferentially 90° away from the junction to prevent thermal 
conduction away from the junction. The lead wires were 
kept from electrical contact with the system by a layer of 
one-fourth mil mylar between the wire and the metal system. 
The thermocouple junction and lead wires were kept in 
place by a light covering of epoxy cement. 
All of the system except the heater section was spray 
painted with flat black paint to a mean thickness of 0.003 
inches. 
Support Equipment 
The space simulation chamber was a horizontal cylin-
der four feet long and two feet in diameter, constructed 
of stainless steel. Instrumentation f eed--throughs for 
copper-constant an thermocouples, for heater current~ and 
for liquid nitrogen were availableo Pumping was provided 
by a rotary mechanical pump in series with a six inch oil 
diffusion pump. Inside the main chamber was a twenty-six 
inch long, twenty inch diameter inner chamber (liner) con-
structed of copper and spiral wrapped with o.ne·-quarter 
inch diameter copper tubing which carried liquid nitrogeno 
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Conduction from the liner to the outer chamber walls was 
minimized by supporting the liner on three legs which con-
tacted the outer chamber walls only along a short, sharp 
edge. One end of the lin.er was covered with an optically 
tight baffle which had attached liquid nitrogen cooling 
coilso The other end was a solid copper removable plate 
with a six inch diameter hole centrally located and was 
cooled by conduction from the liner wallso During all 
tests, the chamber was maintained at a pressure below 
1 x 10-6 torr (mm of Hg.), resulting in a molecular mean 
free path of at least 50 meters. The liner wall was main-
tained at a measured temperature of -300°F with liquid 
nitrogen. Other tests have shown that the removable liner 
end plate temperature was below -275°F. 
The thermocouple output was indicated by a digital 
read~out~ self-balancing potentiometer having a resolution 
of ±0.001 millivolts and a reproducible accuracy of better 
than ±0.005 millivolts. The instrument was calibrated 
with a Leeds and Northrup Model 8686 portable potentiome-
ter. The value of ±0.005 millivolts represented approxi-
mately ±0.25 degrees in the temperature range of the 
experimental work. The thermocouple cold junction was 
maintained at 32°F with an ice bath. 
Before each test, the thermal model with attached 
thermocouples was exposed to vacuum conditions at ambient 
temperature for several hours. At equilibrium conditions 
the output of the three or four thermocouples attached to 
the model were equal within ±0.002 millivolts. Under 
these conditions, it was reasonable to assume that temper-
atures were measured to an accuracy of at least ±1.0 
degree. 
Current input to the heater was determined by meas-
uring the millivolt drop across a calibrated shunt in 
series with th~ heater, with the same self balancing po-
tentiometer which was used for thermocouple output. The 
shunt resistance was ·measured to within ±0.1 per cent with 
a Kelvin bridge •. The potential drop across the heater was 
measured with a digital voltmeter having four digit capac-
ity and calibrated· to ±1, d:i,git accuracy. Separate leads 
were provided to the heater for current and potential 
measurement. The input impedance of the digital voltmeter 
was greater than one megohm. 
The D-C power supply used to provide heater power was 
voltage regulated to within ±3 millivolts and could be 
hand controlled to within ±1 millivolt during test runs. 
The combination of these elements provided a power meas-
urement accuracy of ±Q ~ 5. per cent .. or better. 
Time measurement was accomplished by observing the 
sweep second hand of a wrist watch. The procedure could 
have a measurement error of ±5 seconds. This error~ 
occurring during the test of the smallest model, repre-
sented less than 1 per cent of the time required for 63 
per cent of the total temperature change to take place. 
Experimental Procedure 
The thermal system was installed in the test chamber, 
pump-down was accomplished and the thermocouples were 
checked for equality of output after several hours of 
pressure and thermal equilibrium. Liquid nitrogen flow 
was started, with.a cool-down time of approximately six 
hourso The copper tubing around the liner was maintained 
full of liquid nitrogen by a liquid level control system. 
The model was protected from temperature extremes by 
changing the heater input during the cool-down period. 
The input to the model heater was set to the desired 
value and temperatures recorded until thermal equilibrium 
was established. Thermal equilibrium implied temperature 
change rates of less than 0.5 degrees per hour. 
At this point, after recording all necessary data, 
the power input to the heater was changed to a higher 
selected value and temperatures and times were recorded at 
intervals until a new thermal equilibrium was reached. 
CHAPTER V 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
As outlined in the previous chapter, the experimental 
program consisted of two phases: one phase for a single 
material system and one phase for a two material system. 
Values for the similarity parameters are presented in 
Tables VII and VIII. These values were calculated from 
the relationships for the similarity parameters from Table 
I, the model and prototype dimensions from Tables IV and 
V, and the property constants from Table III. Although 
models 1-3 and 1-4 were intended to be scaled such that 
R* = L*2 , slight variations in dimensions were unavoidable. 
Consequently, the equations of Method 2 were used to cal-
culate the parameter values for these models since exact 
dimensional requirements of Method 1 were not fulfilled. 
Steady-State Results 
The energy input to the prototype was arbitrarily 
selected and a correspondingly scaled input was used for 




CALCULATED VALUES OF SIMILARITY PARAMETERS 
SINGLE MATERIAL 
Method 2 Method 3 





0.6647 0.2599 1.277 0.6288 0.2509 
0.5200 0.1162 1.476 0.4758 0.1098 
0.1231 0.2510 0.997 0.1232 0.2512 
0.0435 0.1259 0.996 0.0435 0.1260 
TABLE VIII 

















Temperatures were measured following the test proce-
dures described in Chapter IV. Tables IX through XII 
present the measured steady-state temperatures for the two 
prototypes, the measured model temperatures~ and the pro-




LOW ENERGY INPUT 
~ = 22.06 watts 
Model Method of q~~ q* Measured 
No. Calculation Required Actual Temperatures (°F) 
T1 T2 T3 
-
Proto. 1 - = - 61 51 43 
1 - 1 2 0.6647 0.6587 201 189 177 
1 - 1 3 0.6288 Oe6269 192 181 169 
1 - 2 2 0.5200 0.5119 288 276 266 
1 - 3 2 0.1231 0.1234 61 - 45 
1 - 3 3 0.1232 0.1234 61 - 45 
1 - 4- 2 0.0435 0.0436 49 40 33 
1 - 4 3 0.0435 0.0436 49 40 33 
Predicted Protot~e 
Temperatures (°F 
T1 T2 T 3 
62 53 43 
59 50 41 
55 46 40 
62 - 46 
62 - 46 
51 42 35 
50 42 35 
+'° 
--.::! 
q_p = 44.00 watts 
Model Method of q* 
No. Calculation Required 
Proto. 1 - -
1 - 1 2 0.6647 
1 - 1 3 0.6288 
1 - 3 2 0.1231 
1 - 3 3 0.1232 
1 - 4 2 0.0435 




HIGH ENERGY INPUT 
q* Measured 
Actual Temperatures (°F) 
T1 T2 T3 
- 162 144 130 
0.6580 330 307 286 
0.6289 321 299 279 
0.1231 163 - 132 
Ool231 163 - 132 
0.0435 150 134 121 
0.0435 150 134 121 
Predicted Prototy)e 
Temperatures (°F 
T1 T 2 T:, 
165 147 130 
160 143 127 
164 - 134 
164 - 133 
153 136 123 
152 136 123 
+'" 
OJ 
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T1 T2 T3 
184 168 142 
0.125 186 168 141 
0.0446 178 160 131 






















were corrected for geometric scaling and property varia-
tions with temperature (if applicable), according to the 
T* values in Tables VII and VIII. In addition to these 
corrections, another correction was required to compensate 
for an error which occurred during some tests in the ener-
gy input to the model. This input error occurred only 
during the tests of models 1-1 and 1-2. The method of 
making the correction is covered in detail in a later 
section. 
Generally, there was excellent prediction of proto-
type temperatures from model data. The largest average 
absolute error for a particular model was 10 degrees and 
the smallest less than two degrees. 
One of the objectives was to compare the results of 
Method 2 and Method 3 similarity parameters. Method 2 
took into account the property variations with tempera-
ture while Method 3 did not. Both methods provided,ex-
cellent results. Using the tests on model 1-1, scaled 
such that R* = v~ -· 0.50 for the comparison~ Method 2 had 
an average absolute error of 1.8 degrees (considering all 
six temperatures at two levels of energy input). Method 3 
had the same average absolute error. On the basis of 
these results, both methods appear equally.good. However, 
if a material with a greater temperature dependence of 
thermal conductivity had been used~ perhaps a more defini-
tive comparison could have been made. 
The results for model 1-2, having R~~ = L* = 0. 331, 
using the Method 2 parameters, were not quite as good as 
those for model 1-1, having an average absolute error of 
4.7 degrees. This was, however, still better than any 
previous experimental work in the field. No high level 
input data were obtained because of the excessively high 
temperatures which would have resulted in the model. 
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The results provided by model 1-3, scaled such that 
R~~ :::::i L*2 , were excellent. The predicted prototype temper-
atures had an average absolute error of 2.8 degrees. The 
Method 2 parameters were used since the Method 1 require-
ment of R* = L*2 was not exactly fulfilled. This test was 
repeated as a check on reproducibility. The measured 
temperatures were repeated to within 0.5 degrees for both 
static and dynamic portions of the test. The center ther-
mocouple on the model was located incorrectly, consequent~ 
ly only two locations were comparable. 
Using the Method 3 parameters for a third comparison 
from same model, the average abolute error was 2.5 degrees. 
There was essentially no difference in the predicted pro-
totype temperature using this method, as compared to 
Method 2. 
Model 1-4, also described by the Method 2 parameters, 
had an average absolute error of 8.5 degrees. The most 
probable cause of this error, as discussed later in con-
nection with the results of model 2-2 9 was the loss 
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through the heater lead wires. Because of the extremely 
low power input to this model (0.961 and 1.912 watts) the 
lead loss was appreciable. The l"Iethod 3 parameters gave 
almost identical results. 
The two material model 2-1 9 described by the parame-
ters of l"Iethod 1, provided excellent results, having an 
average absolute error of 1.3 degrees for the four temper-
atures at each of two energy levels. 
l"Iodel 2-2 did not provide results as close as model 
2-1 9 but the predicted temperatures were still very good. 
The average absolute error was 9.6 degrees. As with 
model 1-Li- ~ the loss through the heater leads was suspected 
as causing the error. Consequently, the heater lead loss 
was calculated to be 10.2 per cent and 8.2 per cent of the 
energy input for the low and high levels 9 respectively, 
and a second test was performed, increasing the heater in·-
put by 10.3 per cent and 6.2 per cent. The results were 
much improved, having an average absolute error of 2.3 
degrees. The first steady.-state condition imposed on the 
model indicated that the heater lead loss had been over-
estimated~ so the input change for the second steady-state 
condition was reduced to a 6.2 per cent increase rather 
than the calculated 8.2 per cent. 
Transient Results 
Time-variable temperatures were obtained by making a 
step increase of heater input power, The change was made 
after establishing thermal equilibrium at the lower energy 
'input. The time that the power change was made was re-
corded as zero time. Temperatures and elapsed times were 
subsequently recorded until a new thermal equilibrium was 
established. Transient data were recorded for all models 
except Model 2-1, where the high level input temperatures 
would have been exces,2J_ve, 
Figures 1 through 9 present the measured temperature-
time data for the two prototypes, and the prototype tern.~, 
peratures and times predicted from each model. These data 
were corrected for geometric scaling and property varia-
tions with temperature') if applicable, according to the 
calculated similarity parameters of Tables VII and VIII, 
Transient corrections for error in heater power input were 
made only on the test for Model 1-1') Method 2') where the 
average steady-state correction was + 15, 3 degrees, c,o 01nce 
the percentage correction was essentially the same for 
both levels of energy input~ the correction was considered 
valid. The ohly other test which had a significant power 
input error was the low input part of the test on Model 
1-1~ the Method 3 parameters" The static correction 
averaged only +l degreeo No correction was necessary on 
the high input part of the test 9 consequently no energy 
input corrections were made on these transient data. 
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Figures 1 and 6 present the data for the single mate-
rial and two material prototypes, respectivelyo Figures 2 
through 5 and 7 through 9 reproduce the data for the pro-
totypes as a solid curve and the data points are those 
calculated for the prototype from the particular model. 
For model 1-1, using the Method 2 parametersj Figure 
2 shows that the transient errors were at no time larger 
than the stea:dy-state errors 9 all temperatures were with-
in three degrees of the measured prototype temperatures. 
The Method 3 parameters predicted temperatures consistent-
ly on the low side, but with a maximum deviation of only 
six degrees during the transient period (Figure 3)o 
Figure 4 presents the results of the tests for model 
1-3 9 using the Method 2 parameters. The transient results 
averaged no more than two degrees different than the meas-
ured prototype temperatures. 
The data for model 1-4, Figure 5, with the Method 2 
parameters, were plotted in a rather peculiar manner to 
emphasize a point. The model temperature data have had a 
constant 10 degrees added to them to demonstrate that the 
time variation of temperature predicted by the model was 
correct, even though there was a steady-state error of 
7 to 10 degrees. This steady-state error was briefly dis-
cussed earlier and will be covered in detail in a later 
section. 
The results from model 2-1, Figure'?, which i:iredicted 
the temperatures of the two material prototype, were ex-
cellent. The transient errors were no larger than the 
steady-state errors~ which averaged -1.3 degrees, with a 
maximum deviation of -3 degrees. 
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The data for model 2-2 test 1, as with model 1-4 data~ 
have had a constant added before plotting to show more 
clearly that the error was principally a static one and 
not dynamic. The constant factor in this case was also 
10 degrees. 
The results of the second test of model 2-2, with in-
creased input to account for heater lead losses, are given 
in Figure 9. As with previous results, the transient 
errors were no greater than the static errors, which had 
an average absolute value of 2.3 degrees, and a maximum 
deviation of 5 degrees. 
Error Analysis 
Instrumentation and measurement errors were discussed 
in Chapter IV. The purpose of this section is to discuss 
the possible effects caused by such factors as incorrect 
energy input to the model, energy losses through thermo-
couple leads and support wires, heater insulation and 
heater leads~ and the possible effects caused by the ther-
mal conductivity and specific heat not being the same for 
both model and prototype. 
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If the heater input to the model is different than 
required by the similarity parameters, a first approxi-
mation to the effect of this error may be made by combin-
ing the Method 2 similarity parameters for heat transfer 
(q*) and temperature (T*); Parameters (2-61) and (2-62) of 




[ L*(3+a)J3-a = q~~ 
R*(6-a) 
(5-1) 
This equation indicates that a given percentage error 
in q* will cause an equal percentage error in T~t o As an 
example, the low input test for model 1-2 had a q* value 
lo58 per cent lower than it should have beeno This re-
sults in a T* value lo58 per cent smaller than the T* 
value calculated from purely geometric considerationso 
The temperature correction for model 1-2, due to the low 
value of q*, was +8 degrees. 
This same procedure was used on the model 1-1 tests" 
The high and low input energies, using the Method 2 param-
eters, were both one per cent low resulting in an average 
+5.3 degree correctiono Only the low input was incorrect 
for the test using the Method 3 parameters, a -Oo3 per 
cent error resulting in a +l degree correctiono All other 
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tests had actual q* values within 0.2 per cent of their 
required value. 
Thermocouple and Support Wire Losses 
Thermocouple and support wire losses may be estimated 
by considering the thermocouple leads as infinitely long 
pin fins with a known root temperature, and with radiation 
heat transfer from the fin surface. The differential 
equation describing this situation is: 
(5-2) 
This equation may be integrated once with respect to 
x to yield the heat transfer rate at the root of the fin, 
the desired quantity. 
qo =- -kA dTJ n dx 
X=O 
(5-3) 
The wire radii were known from tabulated values for 
wire gages. Thermal conductivities of 220 B/hr-ft=F and 
14 B/hr-ft-F for copper and constantan, respectively 9 were 
used in calculations. The surface emittance values were 
estimated for the polished wires as 0.05 for copper and 
0.10 for constantano Measured values were used for T and 
0 
Too was assumed to be 150°R, the boiling temperature of 
liquid nitrogen. 
Tables XIII and XIV include values for the total 
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thermocouple and support wire losses for each model. All 
are less than 0.5 per cent except for the smallestmodels~ 
1-4 and 2-2, where they were still less than one per cent. 
Heater Insulation Losses 
Losses through the heater insulation were estimated 
from charts predicting the insulation value of "NRC-2," 
published by National Research Corporation (11). All 
models had 10 wraps of insulation, applied at an estimated 
density of 60 to 80 layers per inch of thickness. Tables 
XIII and XIV include these losses, calculated for each 
model and level of energy input. All were 0.2 per cent or 
less~ 
Heater Lead Losses 
The copper heater leads were brought out from the 
heater through the fifth and sixth lqyers of uuNRC-2" in-
sulation. Thus, the first portion of the leads was in-
sulated against radiation losses. The lead losses were 
estimated by assuming the heat conducted from the point of 
attachment to the heater, along the insulated portion of 
the lead wires, was then radiated away by an infinitely 
long pin fin, the second part of the lead wires. The 
length of lead wire inside the insulation was the same 
length as the insulated heater section, The beginning of 
the heater lead wire was assumed to be at the same temper-
ature as the thermocouple closest to the heater. 
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The heat transfer along the heater lead may be writ-
ten as 
knR2 ( T .a....:- T, ) 
qo = L O (5-4) 
This same amount of heat transfer must be radiated 
away from the second part of the heater wire 1 acting as an 
infinite pin fin. 
(5-5) 
In these equations, R is the lead wire metal radius, 
k is the thermal conductivity of the lead wirej Lis the 
length of wire inside the 0'NRC-2vv insulation, and T1 is 
the wire temperature at the exit from the insulation. 
The cotton insulation was measured as 0.005 inches 
thick, and was assumed to have an emittance of O. 95. The 
cotton was also assumed to be at the same temperature as 
the interior copper wire. 
Equations (5-4) and (5-5) were equated so the only 
unknown was T1 , which was determined by trial and error. 
The heat loss through the heater leads was then calculated 
from Equation ( 5-4). The calculated values are presented 
in Tables XIII and XIV. 
The heater lead losses were appreciable, ranging from 
a low of less than one per cent for the prototypes to over 
10 per cent for the smaller models. It was originally 
believed that the heater losses could be treated simply as 
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a decreased energy input and a corrected temperature cal-
culated from Equation (5-1). As an example, this assump-
tion would have increased the prototype temperatures 
predicted by model 2-2 test l~ low input 9 by approximately 
50 °'F. ~;o check this further, a second test was performed 
on model 2-2 9 increasing the input by the amount of the 
calculated heater losses. The results indicated an aver-
age temperature increase of only 12.6 degrees and provided 
very good agreement between predicted and actual prototype 
temperatures. These results indicate that the use of Equa-
tion (5-1) is not valid if losses are this large. 
Variation of Thermal Pro12erties 
In the derivation of the similarity parameters of 
Table I, it was assumed that model and prototype were con-
structed of the same material~ which implies that thermal 
conductivity and specific heat were equal in model and 
prototype. Since the percentage of alloying elements for 
a particular material is not the same for each batch from 
a particular manufacturer or for materials with the same 
alloy specifications from different manufacturers, there 
was a possibility that model and prototype had slightly 
different thermal properties. 
The material properties were assumed to vary with 
temperature according to the relationships~ 
Low Energy Input 
TABLE XIII 
CALCULATED ENERGY LOSSES 
. SINGLE MATERIAL, 
STEADY-STATE 
Loss in Per Cent of 
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Energy Input 
Model No. Thermocouples Insulation Heater Wire 
Proto 1 0.35 0.16 0.69 
1 - 1 0.31 0.17 2.11 
l - 2 0.17 0.15 3.91 
1 - 3 0.30 0.15 3.49 
1 - 4 0.73 0.16 10.20 
High Energy Input 
Model No. 
Proto 1 
1 - 1 
1 - 3 
1 - 4 
Loss in Per Cent of Energy Input 







Low Energy Input 
TABLE XIV 
CALCULATED ENERGY LOSSES 
TWO MATERIAL, 
STEADY-STATE 
Loss in Per Cent of Energy Input 
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Model No. Thermocouples Insulation Heater Wire 
Proto 2 
2 - 1 
2 - 2 







Loss in Per Cent of Energy Input 
Model No. Thermocouples Insulation Heater Wire 
Proto 2 
2 - 1 









= c Tb. 
po 
T3 
The effects of the variation~ from lot-to-lot~ of the con-
ductivity and specific heat on the value of the modeling 
parameters may be illustrated by assuming that the expo-
nents in the power law equations are the same for both 
model and prototype and determining the effect of the 
variations of k 0 and c po Of coursei the exponents may 
also vary for a given material, from lot-to-lot~ but the 
illustration is adequate by observing the effects of vari-
ations of k 0 and c po 
With these assumptions~ the Method 2 similarity pa-
rameters9 Equations (2-45) through (2-47) 1 may be rewrit-
kom 
ten to include k{~ = --~ which was previously assumed to 
o k0 P 




Using the property constants for 2024 aluminum as 
given in Table III~ variations in the similarity parame·-
ters with a specified variation in k~~ may be calculated 9 
0 
as presented in Table XV. 
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TABLE XV 
SIMILARITY PARAMETER VARIATIONS WITH VARIATIONS OF k* 
0 
Variation of k* 
Parameter ±1% 0 ~3% 
q* ±1.4% ±4.3% 
8* ~0.5% T2.8% 
T* ±0.3% ±1.0% 
The principal error would be caused by an incorrect 
value being used for q*. According to Equation (5-1), 
this would cause an equal percentage error in the value of 
T*, as compared to the value calculated from strictly geo-
metric considerations. 
Equation (5-7) indicates that 8* would be the only 
parameter affected by variations of cp;; a given percent-
age error in c * causing an equal percentage error in 8*. po 
In view of the magnitude of errors caused by varia-
tions of k* and .c *, caution must be exercised that o po 
model and prototype are constructed of material with iden-
tical properties. The material used in this research was 
purchased from the same manufacturer, at the same time, 
with one exception. The material for model 1-2 was of 
unknown origin. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOl"ll'1ENDATIONS 
The objective of this dissertation was to investigate 
the applicability of thermal modeling to steady-state and 
transient thermal conditions'i for both single and multiple 
material systems, taking into account changes of material 
properties with temperature. 
The objective was satisfied wi"th an analytical der-
ivation of similarity parameters for thermal modeling 
which were experimentally verified. The results were sub-
jected to an exhaustive analysis of possible errors, one 
of whi.oh was c; to a first approximation 'i compensated 
analytical techniques~ and one of which was predicted 
prior to testing and eliminated with experimental tech-
niques. These methods of analysis be us 
····~·,~". work model 
The procedure which al d thermal modeling to be 
accomplished while meeting all objectives was a choice of 
geometric scaling factors. Although the experimental work 
was accomplished using solid cylindrical systems, the re-
sults may be extended to include flat plates and hollow 
cylinders which have the thickness dimension scaled as the 
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?6 
square of the length dimensions. The derivation of ther::ie 
parameters is included as an appendix. These are all 
essentially two dimensional shapes with predominately one 
dimensional conduction heat transfero However, their 
combination in various ways could be used to approximate 
quite well a more complicated configuration. 
No previous method had been proposed for the tran-
sient modeling of joined materials, although Chao and 
Wedekind (3) discussed the problem in the literature. 
An additional benefit of this scaling procedure is 
that model and prototype temperatures are equal. Previous 
material preservation methods required model temperatures 
higher than prototype temperatures by an amount related to 
the reduction in model size. For small scale models, 
temperatures rapidly became excessive. Previous authors 
have made the assumption that the ratios T/L and T/8 could 
be substituted for the derivatives dT/dL and dT/d8. These 
suhstitutions were made with reservation by this writer 
the derivation of the Methods 2 and 3 parameterso The 
substitution is not logically correct. The derivation 
the Method 1 parameters does not make these substi 
and the consequence is that there is temperature preserva_=· 
tion between model and prototype, an apparent necessity for 
proper thermal modelingo 
Previous exper·imental work had been done in transient 
and steady--state modeling of single material systems 
either '' temperature preservation 10 or '' materi.al 
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techniques. However~ the experimental inaccuracies in-
curred for various reasons precluded the prediction of 
prototype temperatures closer than 15 to 25 degrees. This 
dissertation presents results for which no predicted pro-
totype temperature was more than 13 degrees in error and 
the great majority of temperatures were consistently less 
than 5 degrees in erroro Experimental results with this 
degree of accuracy permits the conclusion that the simi-
larity parameters derived are valid for use in the design 
of spacecraft and other related applications. 
The error analysis provided a method for correcting 
errors in model energy input which are incorrect by a 
constant percentageo The method is not exact but allows 
small corrections to be made. The error analysis and 
experimental results also prove that it is possible to 
predict in advance and experimentally compensate for lead 
losses at electrical heaters. These losses are vBry dif-
ficult to eliminate or design so that the model losses are 
in the correct proportion to the prototype losses. 
The next logical step for future work in thermal 
modeling is the determination of the effect of not having 
perfect geometric similarity when a modeled system can 
' 0 see u other portions of itself. The inclusion of simu-
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APPENDIX I 
SIMILARITY PARAMETERS FOR A FLAT PLATE 
AND HOLLOW CYLINDER 
The similarity parameters for the thermal modeling of 
a flat plate may be derived using the same procedure as 
used in Chapter II. for solid cylindrical shapes. In fact, 
the procedure is exactly the same, with the same assump-
tions, up to the point of inserting dimensional relations 
which describe the shape of the system to be modeled. 
A flat plate may be described by a thickness, a 
length and a width dimension. It is assumed that the 
plate is large enough that edge effects are negligible, 
and that the length and width dimensions are scaled by the 
same factor (i.e., L * = L * = L*). The principal conduc-x y 
tion heat transfer direction is along the length of the 
plate, not through the thickness. This shape could be 
called a radiating fin. The ratio of areas normal to 
conduction heat transfer is expressed by the equation 
A*= t*L* n (A-1) 
and the ratio of surface areas for radiation may be writ-
ten as 
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A* = L*2 s 
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(A-2) 
Substituting these relationships into Equations (2-14) 
through (2-19), there is obtained 
q "'* 1 (A-3) =ti 
q II * L* = t* (A-4) 
q* = L*2 (A-5) 
T* = 1 (A-6) 
e* = (pc )*t* (A-r;~ p . I' 
k* L*2 (A-8) = t* • 
If the same material is to be used for model and pro-
totype, it follows that (Pep)* = k* = 1, and the equations 
may be rewritten as: 
q "'* = L*-2 (A-9) 
q" * = L*-i (A-10) 
q* = L*2 (A-11) 
T* = 1 (A-12) 
8* = L*2 (A-13) 
t* = L*2 (A-14) 
It is noted that these equations correspond exactly 
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to the Method 1 paramaters of Table I, with the exception 
of the q* parameter, which was a length ratio to the third 
power for the solid cylindrical shape. 
The Methods 2 and 3 parameters may be derived in a 
similar manner, beginning with Equations (2-26) through 
(2-31), written in a form which includes the area 
relationships. 
q "'* k*T* ::c ~ (A-15) 




:::;: L* (A-17) 
e ~~ (Pc )* L*2 = k* p (A-18) 
T* = ~r/k*):Y3 *L* s 
(A-19) 
A *L* 
T* s ::C· k*A *" n 
(A-20) 
As in Chapter II, the last equation .is neglected, 
which assumes that heat transfer from the chamber walls to 
the model and prototype may be neglected and that the 
model cannot "see" itself. Substituting the dimensional 
relationships for the flat plat areas, there is obtained: 
7·,. 
k*T* ,,, * (A-21) q . = ~ 
fl''* k*T* (A-22) q = --y;r-
q* = k*t*T* 
L*2 8* = (Pc·,)* -
p k* 





. The Method 2 parameters are .. based on the assumptions: 
k = k Ta (T ·- OR) 0 
b (T OR) cp = Cp T. -0 
Using these relationships and further assuming that 
model and prototype are to be made of the same material, 
Equations (A-21) through (A-25) may be re-written as: 
l 
q "'* [t*(l+a)J3;..,a = L*s (A-26) 
1 
q II * = [t"~(l+a)J3-a L*(5+a) (A-27) 
1 





[t* (b-a) i:a 
L*(2b-6) (A-29) 
1 
T* = [ t* J3-a DW' 0 (A-30) 
Method 3 assumed that the thermal conductivity and 
specific heat did not vary with temperature, which is to 
say that a= b = Oo The Method 3 parameters may then be 
written immediately from the Method 2 Equations (A.,.,,..26) 
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through (A-30) o 
1 
q '" * [ t*] 13 (A-31) = L*a 
1 
q II * [ t* J /3 (A-32) = v~s 
1 
q"~ [t*4 J 13 (A-33) = L*s 
8* = L*2 (A-34) 
T* = [-t* {3 Liz O (A-35) 
As with the Method 1 parameters, the only Method 2 
and 3 flat plate parameter which differs from the corre-
sponding solid cylinder parameter is the one for conduc-
tion heat transfer3 q*o 
The flat plate similarity parameters for the three 
methods are presented in Table XVIo 
A hollow cylinder with the principal conduction heat 
transfer direction parallel to the cylinder axis, and with 
wall thickness t, may also be described by these same 
parameters. The ratio of areas normal to the conduction 
heat transfer direction and the ratio of surface radi~tion 
areas may be described by the equations: 
A * = t*D-1~ 
n 
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As before, the length and diameter must be equally scaled 
(i.e., L* ~ D*) 9 which results in the equations being writ= 
ten as: 
l. 
A * = t*L~~ n 
A * = L*2 ° s 
These are identical to Equations (A-1) and (A-2) so the 
parameters in Table XVI apply equally to hollow cylinders. 
These parameters are the s·ame as those derived by Adki'ns 
(9) in a completely different manner. 
Para.meter 
q ,,, * 
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